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In turn heartbreaking, irreverent, moving—and at times raucously humorous—one of the

nation's leading pediatric researchers recounts his first years as a newly minted, stuggling, and

insecure doctor at Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston. A graduate of a state university

medical school, Scott Rivkees was competing with elite students from some of the most

prestigious schools in the country. Nervous and uncertain, he worked unholy hours with

patients ranging from indigent street people to celebrity guests drawn to the reputation and

care offered by Mass General.Along the way he learned what medical school textbooks don't

teach: how to deal with immense pressure, exhaustion, unruly patients, mysterious conditions,

the joy of saving a life, and the wrenching suddenness of losing a patient, more often than not

a young child. His resident education did not prevent him from losing his sense of irony and

humor as he recounts bleary nights on the town, the allure of young nurses, substandard

housing, and the value of pricking an inflated ego.

From BooklistIn these loosely strung-together anecdotes, a seasoned physician looks back on

his training as a pediatric resident at Massachusetts General Hospital, affectionately dubbed

“Man’s Greatest Hospital.” His reminiscing charts the arrogance and ambition of youth giving

way to feelings of inadequacy and humility, and, much later, the launching of professionalism

and even wisdom. Emotional fatigue, sleep-deprivation, and expectations of perfection are

unremitting. Faculty, difficult patients, and the hierarchy of medical apprenticeship are recalled.

Rivkees recounts some tragic cases that he was involved with as a resident: an infant infected

with herpes virus that ate holes in her brain tissue, newborn conjoined twins who did not

survive the surgery to separate them, and brothers with burns on 95 percent of their bodies.

Readers receive a heavy dose of the Boston setting—neighborhood bars, Fenway Park, the

Charles River—and descriptions of the author’s colleagues, dating experiences, and pranks.

The making of a doctor is long, grueling, and engrossing. There are many memoirs of medical

training out there, and while Rivkees’ is not among the very best, it is frank and certainly of

interest. --Tony Miksanek --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Review"Fast-paced

memoir."—Wall Street Journal"Amusing medical stories as seen through the eyes of a new

doctor."—Kirkus Review"Rivkees . . . documents his time at Mass General with wit, humor, and

at times, sadness. Just two months out of medical school, Rivkees encountered his first

meningitis case—an eight-week-old girl. It’s cases like this that make the book a worthwhile

read because we get to see what happens inside one of the country’s top hospitals through the

eyes of a green freshman."—Boston Magazine"A new humorous — and at times serious —

memoir . . . highlights what residency is truly like, and what the medical school textbooks don’t

teach, like how to survive long weeks, sleepless nights and whirlwind days at the hospital."—

University of Florida Health--This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorScott A.

Rivkees, MD, is a world-renowned leader in pediatrics and pediatric endocrinology. He

graduated from Rutgers University and the University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey.

He completed his post-graduate medical training at Harvard Medical School and

Massachusetts General Hospital, and he has held faculty appointment at Harvard Medical

School, Yale University, and Indiana University. He is currently professor and chairman of

pediatrics at the University of Florida College of Medicine and physician-in-chief of Shands

Children's Hospital.--This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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IntroductionReflections on the Charles I have been at Yale for fourteen years, a professor of

pediatrics at the Yale School of Medicine. I am sitting at my fake wood–top desk on a gray fall

Saturday as Hurricane Irene is about to hit New Haven. I am looking out my window at an ugly

tan brick research building as the rain begins. I am just about to ink a letter of offer that will

make me the chairman of pediatrics at a major university.As I grip a blue pen, I look up from

my desk at a picture that has always hung in front of where I sit. It is a faded color photograph

taken at a special symposium held in honor of the retiring chief of pediatric endocrinology at

Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston.I look at that picture and see good friends, some

dead, some retired, some still in Boston and at Harvard, but mostly I see friends who have

moved on to other universities. I close my eyes and hear the voices and laughter. I hear their



admonitions and encouragement. I look at these individuals—the souls who shaped me as a

physician and person.As I am about to sign this letter of offer with joy, I know it is not I who

should be holding the pen but rather they. I am their surrogate, their trainee, who over eleven

years—three as a resident, three as a fellow, and five as a young faculty member—soaked in

decades of their collective wisdom, brilliance, kind nature, discovery, good humor, and

friendship.It is their soul in my hand more than mine. It is their song to me that says, “We have

met our obligation to you. You now meet your obligation to the next generation.”While I think of

the venerable individuals who trained me to become a physician, I think of my Boston soul

mates, my fellow interns and residents in training who, like me, entered the demanding,

electric, driving world of Boston and Harvard Medicine, where we struggled in earnest to

become doctors. There we also struggled to cast our lives beyond the clean hospital walls. We

fought the emotional exhaustion of providing complex care while brutally sleep deprived. We

fought the despair following the death of our charges and encounters with child abuse. We

struggled to set our identity and autonomy in a nondemocratic system of a medical

apprenticeship.And among all the wretched tribulations and stress, we found a way to see and

make humor in it all. Perhaps this was because the amusement made the serious moments

and tragedies fade, making our days of training, which would be otherwise unbearable, some

of the greatest days of our lives.This reflection is a memoir of the special days, the special

circumstances, and the special people who made me and my young colleagues the physicians

we are. Like all reflections that go back many years, some are fuzzy, some are bigger, and

some are smaller than reality. Some reflections may be the outcomes and tales we were

hoping for rather than what happened. Some reflections are of the grand stories told in a

basement cafeteria as we huddled around plastic-top tables during our late evening meals,

when we ducked out of the wards for twenty minutes of peer socialization. We chose to believe

these stories were real, knowing they were perhaps not.But these are my reflections from a

special dimension in my mind, emblazoned during a special time of my life—along the Charles

River in Boston at Massachusetts General Hospital, which we affectionately and mockingly

called “Man’s Greatest Hospital.”In this reflection, I first see myself as a young medical school

graduate with an inferiority complex about having gone to a state school and now swimming

against a sea of Harvard and Ivy League alumni. I see my good friend for life, “Wags,” who

entered Man’s Greatest Hospital to train in surgery and who by chance I roomed with in a

rodent-infested apartment, chasing companionship and dodging heartache during our precious

time off. I see Fenway Park, the Cape, and the bars in town, our essence of sanity in an insane

world of disease. I see how we pondered the difficult cases and navigated a way to learn

among one-upping overachievers.I see how we prevailed over the exhaustion, the mistakes,

the deaths, and the threats of disease and persons. I see how the long days and nights of

training stacked on top of one another, giving us needed confidence to care for precious lives

and futures.I see the occasional arrogance of youth—a consequence of our rapid promotion

from student to doctor without having lived much in between—that could make us seem

cavalier, cold, and uncaring. But this was unintentional and would be later reined in by wisdom

and age.As I reflect, I see there was no one time, neither after a tragic code nor after a case of

meningitis cared for, that would make us step back and say, “Now, I’m a doctor.” Our training

never done, humbled by our perpetual inadequacy, we were made “doctor” only by the

salutations of those who addressed us as such.And in a flat reflection on the Charles River, I

see the green beginning of my time in Boston—the compass for my career that started like the

first arc swing of a pendulum clock, the timekeeper that started the first day I pulled onto

Storrow Drive.But the emptiness of the reflection of the day I drove out of Boston for the last



time, more than a decade later, the day the pendulum stopped, lingers more. That was the day

I took one last over-the-shoulder glance at a reflection on the Charles, wondering if the wink I

saw in the ripples of the river was real. Or was it just a duck?

First GlimpseWe were the lucky ones, the chosen ones, the overachievers—all with the social

delays wrought by too many years of schooling. We came to train at Man’s Greatest Hospital,

entering with fear and doubt and with often nervous, sometimes hopeful imagining of the days

ahead that would in the end turn out to be far from reality.I remember my first glimpse of the

hospital where I would spend the next decade of my life. Visiting with friends in Boston the

night before my interview for residency, following the S-curves of Storrow Drive on a rainy

night, reflecting on the flat waters of the Charles River, I saw the redbrick facade bearing the

black steel letters, not the granite I was expecting of Massachusetts General Hospital.I was

newly hatched from medical school in New Jersey, and this was where I and the others would

learn to become doctors. This was a time we’d have no names, known only for our roles, our

quirks, and our infamy. We’d be so immersed in work, so consumed by responsibility, that we

couldn’t tell you who was president, governor, or senator.We came from different parts of the

country and different colleges. Some were descendants of governors, senators, and

presidents. Some were the sons and daughters of stockbrokers, car dealers, firefighters, and

engineers. Some were the first in their family to graduate from college; others were on their

way to becoming fourth-generation physicians. Those from the Ivies—Harvard, Yale, Princeton

—might have had the edge on day one. But we soon saw that we were all the same—the same

products of the same books, the same notes, and the same bland lectures. We were to be later

distinguished by our drive, creativity, and judgment.Twenty-four years old, and still buoyant

from medical school graduation, I came to Boston with more trepidation than exhilaration. I was

the son of an achieving businessman who would say, “Hard work is rewarded by harder work.”

My mother was a wildly compassionate person who would say, “No matter how much it costs,

we’ll spend the money to have your big ears pinned back.”When I arrived, they called me the

“runner-up resident.” In high school I finished a no-podium second in science class rank. Six

feet tall and lanky, I finished second in the state section championships in the half mile. My

college was my second choice—the state school, Rutgers, that took a backseat to Princeton. In

college I again finished a no-speech just out of my class top. A collegiate rower, I was on a

team that placed second to Harvard in the national championships.My medical school in

Newark was a second-tier state school. There I finished just out of top of my class. I played

rugby on medical school weekends, and our team finished second to Columbia in the New

York–area medical school rugby championships. My parents and friends said, “Second is still

great!” as I again sighed.My seconds, though, ended there. I was ranked last when Mass

General sent its intern selection slate to the agency that mixes and matches medical school

graduates with residency training programs. I was told during my hospital interview, “We don’t

usually take residents from your medical school. But your letters are strong and your board

scores are the highest we’ve seen. We’ll see what we can do.”On a sleeting day in March, I and

the hundred other medical students stood nervously in a bland white square room off my

medical school main lobby, hopping from leg to leg, waiting to unseal the envelopes that would

determine our lifelong fate.I stood and stared—I had received the same letter of

congratulations as the Harvard valedictorian who was ranked first by the selection committee

at Man’s Greatest Hospital. I was Boston bound. Smiling inwardly, I imagined majestic days

ahead, thinking of where I was now and where I would be.Some of us who would train at Man’s

Greatest Hospital were internists, some pediatricians, some surgeons. We were called “house



officers.” The medical residents, or “fleas” as we christened them—those specializing in

internal medicine—were more serious than the others, stumping one another with

electrocardiograms and making cases as complex as possible.We had our ranks. First-years

were interns, second-years were junior residents, and third-years were senior residents. Those

above them, the recent program graduates who would shepherd us, were the chief

residents.We also answered to the staff physicians—the attendings. The attendings had their

ranks too. At the bottom were the assistant professors, then the associate professors. Ahead of

them were the full professors, the Gray Hairs, many of whom were section chiefs. At the top of

the section chiefs were the department chairs who kept these puzzle pieces in check. Mine

was Dr. Donald Ren.More than schooling and our disciplines, marriage was the biggest class

distinction among us. In the beginning, the married ones would sneak home to share newfound

experiences with their spouses. As the first year dragged on, wives and husbands grew

resigned to partners who were never home, or who while home would be collapsed in

dreamland, compensating for long hours of sleep debt.A few residents had infants, a brutal

task with the long weeks and emotional madness ahead. One of my fellow interns, a high

achiever from the University of Pennsylvania, kept a locket around her neck containing a blurry

photograph of her son. Worn from constant opening and closing, the gold leaf flaked off,

leaving tarnished steel behind.Some of us were jubilant, others depressed. One in our group

was so melancholic that a fellow resident and I took turns watching his balcony, fearing we

would see him wobbling on its railing ten floors up. He left our group within three months.My

many days of residency and early Boston adventures were spent in the company of my

roommate, Wags, a tall Texan who arrived with the expectations of his family’s legacy. He too

found that his first glimpses of Boston were far from the images he began cultivating in

grammar school while reading the Harvard alumni magazines on his parents’ coffee table.He

was the son of a famous surgeon whose picture hung in the surgical call room. His father was

a Harvard Medical School graduate and had trained at Mass General four decades before. The

surgical nurses knew this despite Wags’s efforts to keep it private. And when Wags turned in

for precious hours of open-eyed sleep, giggling voices would come over the intercom from the

nurse’s station saying “Goodnight, Daddy” in an exaggerated Southern drawl. They knew Wags

saw his father’s black-and-white photograph each night before he closed his eyes.Wags might

have come from a rich medical background, but he didn’t choose his school for its legacy; he

picked the only medical school in the United States with a fraternity. There he thrived, finishing

at the top in his class, just as he had in high school.As a last-year medical student, I met Wags

at a conference hosted by his medical school on the Texas industrial coast. Smelling the oil on

the ocean, I asked myself why anybody would want to go to school there. He attended my talk,

mentioning that he would be headed to Mass General in July and was looking for a roommate.I

wasn’t sure how to react to the budding surgeon with arms in slings, a tattered shirt, and a

homeless shelter aroma. He explained that while jumping over a tennis net two weeks before,

he had caught his foot, breaking both arms in a face-plant fall. For six weeks his frat mates fed

and dressed him. Taking liberties, they would dress him in women’s blouses, small shirts that

exposed his midriff, and shirts they used for wiping spills on the frat bar counter. He took

codeine each day so that he didn’t have to move his bowels; his friends drew that line with

hygiene help.Later Wags took me to a local Galveston bar named Sonny’s, famous for a bullet

hole in the bar top but more famous for the owner’s daughter—blond, smiling, and movie-star

beautiful. She must have said “No! ” a thousand times to the medical students and residents

who rocked on bar stools trying to catch her glance to ask for a date.I didn’t choose Rutgers for

its legacy or its fraternity. With three brothers in college and grad school, the cost of a private



medical school was beyond reach. My father joked that when the tuition payments for his sons

were done, “I am going to buy a country.”During medical school interviews at Columbia, Penn,

and Yale, I was told, “We will work with you to secure the $150,000 in loans you’ll need.”“No

thanks.” I said. “Five thousand dollars a year in tuition for a lesser name school is fine.”Wags

and I compensated for our non–Ivy league universities with hours of studying six hours a night

in medical school, all day Sunday too. We worked evenings on the intravenous, or IV, teams to

hone skills for our residency ahead and to make a few bucks. Having exhausted ourselves in

medical school with tests every Monday and tons of biology to learn, we could now come up for

air in Boston. No tests, minimal academic accountability. We just showed up for our hospital

shifts and followed the lead on the case.In medical school, cash went for tuition, books, and

fast food. There was no money for fancy dates, just a bit left over for cheap beer. Social events

focused on parties after big exams hosted by groups of three or four. As interns, we now had

our first income. Across the Charles River, we drove to the now-gone Lechmere’s department

store, hauling home a twenty-four-inch Sony, the first non-book purchase of our new lives.On

call every second or third night, we cared for patients twenty-four hours a day, sometimes

more. The surgeons’ call schedule was the most demanding. To have every other weekend off,

they would be on call from Thursday through Saturday morning. The next week their call time

would last from Saturday at 6:00 a.m. to Monday at 6:00 p.m., and these long hours were

heaped on top of call every other day during the week. These days, such schedules remain in

lore only, with trainees’ hospital work limited to eighty hours per week,We were tired all the

time. Post-call, we fell asleep at red lights, during movies, when lecturers droned. Like horses,

surgeons slept on their feet, some tumbling into open abdomens spread with retractors. But

our lack of sleep didn’t get in the way of our social life. We’d finish call, return to our apartment,

read for an hour, nap a short bit, and then, bright eyed, hit the streets of Boston.For some of

our colleagues, getting dates was easy. The young Boston women treated in the emergency

ward would slide notes with phone numbers to the handsome surgical residents who were

bandaging their sprained ankles or stitching slender fingers cut by broken wine glasses. For

others, meeting companions was more difficult.In Boston for a week, Wags walked downtown

to Faneuil Hall, an area door to door with bars. He soon returned, saying, “It’s going to be

tough here. I told a couple of cute girls at a bar that I was a doctor. They said, ‘So what?

Everybody in Boston is a doctor. What makes you so special?’”One needed to look no further

than responses to head-on bicycle crashes that happened regularly on the macadam paths

along the Charles to witness the Boston doctor glut. Two bike riders would collide and be

quickly surrounded by joggers.“I’m a doctor,” one would say. “I’m a doctor” would say

another.“I’m a doctor, “would say a panting third.Then the next round of pronouncements would

volley.“I’m an orthopedist.”“I’m a cardiologist.”“I’m an ER physician.”“You’re a pediatrician. You

can go now!” Then my run could continue.Boston medicine had its own method of Charles

River triage.Our boxes unpacked and bookshelves lined, Wags, the others, and I walked into

medicine, Boston, and our limitations. When we took our first steps through the green glass

doors, we stood for a moment in the gray granite lobby to glimpse in awe, knowing that our

reflections of the years ahead would be impossible to predict.We asked, “Will we see the

diseases we read about in medical school?”“Will we make the proper decision that determines

if someone lives, dies, or is disfigured?”“How will we cope with the anticipated years of sleep

debt and physical exhaustion?”“Will we be intimidated by the Gray Hairs?”“Will we have lives

beyond the brick- and-granite walls?”“What kind of people will we be when we are spit out the

door when our time in Boston is done?”The same and different answers to these questions

from a pediatrician and a surgeon to be, as different as two medical graduates could be, would



come at random, with no set program to follow or eclipse. The answers would come from as

many eccentric times out of the hospital as in.But I had one more question than Wags when

my Boston days began: “When my time along the Charles is done, will I still be runner-up?”

EwaldMy first days of medical actions and decisions as an intern gave me a small taste of the

days ahead—a heady time to translate what I had learned in medical school to patient care,

but also a harsher reminder of what I had not yet learned. It was a time to replace the flippant

swagger of medical students, who are told “you are the best and the brightest,” with the humility

that follows the recognition that we could not doctor alone and that disease could prevail over

knowledge. But the arrogance of youth would take years to fade.Two details that distinguish

medical students from greenhorn interns are the “MD” after the name and the courage and

ability to prescribe. No metamorphosis of the mind or distinctive wisdom comes with medical

school graduation, just more confidence and more respect once the diplomas are handed out.

Only a week after the graduation parties faded, I stood amazed that I had patient care and

lives in my trust. How did this happen?”Supervision of the first-year interns varied depending

on the senior resident and how compulsive the supervising attending physician wanted to be.

Before I entered the Mass General program, my first stint out of New Jersey Medical School

was at Cambridge City Hospital, a community hospital on the other side of the Charles River

from Boston.There at night, I was the lone pediatrician. Under my watch was the delivery room,

where I would resuscitate purple babies after birth; a general pediatric ward that was never too

full; and the emergency room, where the unpredictable was the predictable.Alone on my first

night, a sixteen-year-old girl from a wealthy town in New Jersey was brought to the emergency

room severely intoxicated and reported to have taken pills, perhaps Quaalude. She was in town

for a summer course for high school students that allowed them to live in Harvard dorms.

Seduced by the aphrodisiac effect of Harvard, these young girls were easy prey for Harvard

freshmen and sophomores, who would buy them beer and teach them to party.Calling a parent

of a drunk teen in your charge as a physician always elicits the same indignant response: “How

do you know that it’s my child?” they’d yell at you, followed by shouts of “You’re wrong.”In the

Cambridge City Hospital emergency room with the intoxicated New Jersey teen and a nurse as

green as I was, I dialed my confident and protective senior resident.“I’ll be right there. Don’t

panic,” he said over the phone. “You need to wash out, lavage, the stomach to get the pills and

alcohol out. Pass an Ewald tube and irrigate her stomach with saline solution until clear.”I

asked the nurse for the tube; she had not seen one before either. We inspected the red rubber

tube, half an inch thick in diameter, assuming it was to pass through the nose.We held the

teen, now stuporous. After shoving a gob of petroleum lubricant into her nose, we pushed and

pushed the tube until we heard a pop and slid the red rubber hose into her stomach. There

was a little blood.Lavaging her stomach, we washed up pills and soup. The toxicology studies

showed alcohol and quinine in her blood. The Harvard freshmen had given her gin and tonics.
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Dr. Rivkees proves you can do both. I loved this book. Medical school IS

hard & residency IS draining but it is also what you make it. I don’t think it’s unbelievable that

the author & his roommate went out after being on call 5 days in a row?? I can relate!Were

there grammatical errors? sure. But the substance is joyful & insightful & I enjoyed the read.”

Wizkidz8, “Man's greatest hospital hold man's greatest secrets.. Funny, informative, and heart

breaking. The good doctor does a great job with detailed descriptions. I can see Wags In my

own mind and soul.”

ctwnmom, “a REALLY great read!. Dr. Scott Rivkees did a phenomenal job balancing humor

(literally laughed out loud throughout the book) with compassion and excellent storytelling. I

found it very hard to put down. If you are looking for a light but very satisfying summer read--

look no further! I can already see a screenplay coming out of this book!”

M. Mallah, “Very entertaining and a page turner!. I was surprised at how entertaining this book

was. It is a true page turner and is a collection of funny and serious accounts. This book is

great if you want a good read.”

Lynda McKay, “Five Stars. I enjoyed reading the book”

The book by Hans-Hermann Hoppe has a rating of 5 out of 3.9. 65 people have provided

feedback.
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